EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER

Pictured with KyuJung Whang are Shayne Miller, Anthony Scarofile and Thomas Cleveland  

January 2015
Shayne Miller goes above and beyond his normal duties to see that customers are satisfied and the AC&R techs are prepared for the work they need to perform. Shayne recently became the foreperson in the ACR shop. He goes way above his expected duties of a foreperson. He will go look over the jobs before he assigns them to his team, take pictures of the jobs to provide his team with as much information for the job as possible, making the jobs easier and to ensure it runs smooth. Shayne goes as far as providing his team with printed out job expectations and pictures to make the ACR tradespersons jobs clear. He is always available to answer questions. He will provide assistance if they cannot figure something out. He is always demonstrating teamwork by helping others. He shows respect to customers as well as to his team. Shayne will stay late any and every day of the week to make sure jobs get done and to verify that all of his duties as a foreman are taken care of as they should be. This winner is a new foreperson, and is setting a great example, he goes above and beyond what is to be expected.

Congratulations Shayne!
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